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Abstract: Shared mobility or mobility in the sharing economy is characterised by the sharing of a
vehicle instead of ownership, and the use of technology to connect users and providers. Based on
a literature review, the following four emerging models are identified: (1) peer to peer provision
with a company as a broker, providing a platform where individuals can rent their cars when not in
use; (2) short term rental of vehicles managed and owned by a provider; (3) companies that own no
cars themselves but sign up ordinary car owners as drivers; and (4) on demand private cars, vans,
or buses, and other vehicles, such as big taxis, shared by passengers going in the same direction.
The first three models can yield profits to private parties, but they do not seem to have the potential
to reduce congestion or CO2 emissions substantially. The fourth model, which entails individuals
not only sharing a vehicle, but actually travelling together at the same time, is promising in terms
of congestion and CO2 emissions reductions. It is also the least attractive to individuals, given the
disbenefits in terms of waiting time, travel time, comfort, and convenience, in comparison with the
private car. Potential incentives to encourage shared mobility are also discussed, and research needs
are outlined.
Keywords: shared mobility; mobility as a service; sharing economy; Uber; traffic congestion;
CO2 emissions; sustainable transport; sustainable mobility; sharing economy; taxi industry;
collaborative consumption

1. Introduction
Shared mobility is seen as a promising way to reduce traffic congestion and CO2 emissions [1–4],
although the extent of these reductions would depend on the type of shared mobility. For example,
trips made by one person or a driver and a passenger, will yield lower benefits than public transport
on demand, in terms of congestion and CO2 emissions [5] (p. 9).
Given the potential benefits of shared mobility, a comparison can be made with electric vehicles,
which are also seen as a promising option for reducing CO2 emissions [6–8]. Indeed, governments
at local and national level have implemented a range of incentives to accelerate electric vehicle
uptake [9–13], and these incentives have been analysed and scrutinised in order to understand their
impact [14–19] and learn lessons.
It seems surprising then that governments at national and local level do not appear to have
introduced incentives to encourage shared mobility. Save a few hundred bicycle-sharing schemes in
place in cities throughout the world, many of which were originally implemented before the Internet
age, and most of which receive government subsidy, shared mobility is not being promoted by any
government, although there are some pilot projects, which are small and localised. One example is the
pilot mobility station in Munich. This mobility station, introduced in November 2014, is a hub with a
public transport station, as well as parking places reserved for car-sharing vehicles and a bike-sharing
station [20]. It should be emphasised that this is a very small project, with only six parking places for
car-sharing vehicles and 20 docks for shared-bicycles.
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One reason that governments have not actively encouraged shared mobility, in contrast with
electric vehicle market penetration, may be that shared mobility is a much newer concept. Electric
vehicles were already available, although to a much lesser extent than today, in the early 1990s, with
Norway already introducing incentives for battery electric vehicles back then [9]. Shared mobility,
defined as technology enabled mobility services in the sharing economy, on the other hand, is still
emerging. Uber, for example, only started operations in 2009. Another reason that governments have
not actively encouraged shared mobility may be that they are simply not interested in doing so, or are
not clear on what benefits could be derived from such actions.
The literature offers a number of case studies [21–23] focusing on the impacts [24], travel
behaviour [20,25–27], comparisons of car-sharing systems [28], technical papers on how to coordinate/
manage shared mobility [29–33], and hypothetical uptake [34–38]. The research has also focused
on Uber [39–41], probably because it has grown substantially since it started in 2009. Interestingly,
no academic papers seem to have ever been published on incentives to encourage shared mobility,
although there is a study on the lack of incentives for shared mobility in the United States,
which concludes that taxes on car sharing services, in which vehicles are available to members
at strategic locations, are actually in general higher than local taxes on sales and taxes on other forms
of passenger transport [42].
On the basis of a literature review, we identify four models of shared mobility, discuss their
impacts on sustainability, and potential incentives to promote them, with a focus on the one model
that seems to have the potential to reduce congestion and CO2 emissions the most. Section 2 defines
the models and discusses their impacts on sustainability, Section 3 concentrates on incentives, Section 4
highlights research needs, and Section 5 concludes.
2. Shared Mobility Models and Their Impact on Sustainability
There is no generally accepted definition of what activities constitute the ‘sharing economy’,
sometimes also referred to as ‘collaborative consumption’, ‘access-based consumption’, or ‘connected
consumption’ [43]. One non-controversial way of defining the sharing economy is as “the phenomenon
of turning unused or under-used assets owned by individuals into productive resources” [41] (p. 3).
Shared mobility or mobility in the sharing economy is also a loose concept, which includes a
number of emerging new models. The two features common to all of these new mobility services,
is that there is an element of sharing an asset (a vehicle) instead of owning it, and that they rely on
technology (i.e., a digital platform). There are four main models, as follows:
Model 1 (peer-to-peer car rental): Peer-to-peer provision [44] with a company as a broker.
Individuals can rent their cars when not in use. These are not companies, but consumers allowing
other people to use their vehicles, and supply and demand meet through a broker, which provides an
on-line platform, such as a website and/or app, and collects the payment, taking a percentage of the
total income. An analogous case is Airbnb, where people can rent a flat or house or even a room in a
town or city for a short period, instead of booking themselves in a hotel or bed and breakfast (B&B).
Model 1 examples:
Turo (https://turo.com/)
easyCar Club (https://carclub.easycar.com/)
hiyacar (https://www.hiyacar.co.uk/)
Getaround (https://www.getaround.com/)
Model 2 (modern car club): Short term rental of vehicles managed and owned by a provider.
The provider owns a number of vehicles that are strategically parked in a city or in certain areas of a
city [42], either in dedicated parking lots and/or on authorised public roads. Potential users can look
for a vehicle near to where they are, go and drive themselves to their destination, then park the car at
the end of their trip in another dedicated parking lot or in an authorised public parking space. Locking
and unlocking is typically done with a smartphone or smartcard. This is all done via an app (finding
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the car via a live map, registering details, paying, etc.). This model has also been referred to as flexible
car sharing [45]. Many, although not all of these services, require a membership and an annual fee.
Customers can then individually access a fleet of cars for short-term usage in return for a fee, typically
per minute [46,47].
Model 2 examples:
Car2Go (https://www.car2go.com)
Zipcar (https://www.zipcar.co.uk/)
Autolib (was based in Paris, with only electric cars available for short-term rental, but collapsed
when it ran into debt and the local government refused to compensate the company for any losses)
This model has its origins in what used to be called car clubs. Car clubs began in Switzerland
in 1987 and then spread to Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Denmark, Italy,
Sweden, Canada, and the United States [48,49]. One difference, however, is that whilst Model 2 mainly
encompasses one-way trips, the pre-Internet age car clubs required users to return the vehicle to the
same location from which it had been accessed [3]. Thirty years on, car clubs have not taken off at a
wide scale, and it is not yet clear whether their modern version, which is Model 2, will ever represent a
large share of total trips made.
Model 3 (Uber-like service): The companies own no cars themselves, but they sign up ordinary
car owners who act as drivers. The service relies on an app, provided by the company, which also
collects payment, taking a percentage of the total income [41].
Model 3 examples:
Uber (https://www.uber.com/en-GB/)
Lyft (https://www.lyft.com/)
Sidecar (was based in San Francisco, but collapsed because it could not compete with Lyft
and Uber)
Interestingly, Getaround (from Model 1) has partnered with Uber (from Model 3) in San Francisco,
so anyone can hire a Getaround car and serve as an Uber driver (registration with Uber is a pre-requisite
to be allowed to hire the Getaround car as an Uber driver). In this way, Models 1 and 3 can be combined.
A substantial amount of research has gone into comparing licensed taxis and Model 3,
usually exemplified by Uber in the literature. Taxi drivers are often required to hold an expensive
medallion, granting them the right to drive, like in New York or Boston [39], or a special cab driving
licence, only accessible after a rigorous exam, which potential drivers usually take years to prepare
for, like in London [50]. The application process to become an Uber driver, on the other hand, takes
days or hours [40], and there is no medallion, so drivers gain considerably from the opportunity to
drive without it, even though a percentage of their receipts goes to the company [39]. Controlling for
underlying trends and weather conditions, a study found an association between Uber’s growth and a
decline in consumer complaints regarding taxis in New York and Boston, which may be the result of
an improvement in taxi services in response to competition from the new entrant [41].
Model 4 (new public transport on demand): On demand private cars, vans, or buses, and other
vehicles, such as big taxis, shared by passengers going in the same direction. It is essentially a
user-oriented form of public transport. Options could include users specifying pick-up and drop-off
locations and required departure and/or arrival times, which would essentially be shared taxi services,
and taxi-bus services using pre-defined stops and requiring a reservation in advance [5]. A variation
of this model, used for inter-city travel, is that of drivers offering rides from one city to another,
for passengers willing to carpool.
Model 4 examples:
Via (https://ridewithvia.com)
Chariot (https://www.chariot.com/)
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UberPool (https://www.uber.com/en-GB/ride/uberpool/)
LyftLine (https://www.lyft.com/line)
BlaBlaCar
for inter-city travel
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and Europe was $18.6 trillion, $11.2 trillion, and $16.4 trillion, respectively [53]. According to these
figures, the shared mobility market in China, Europe, and the United States represents 0.12% of their
combined GDP.
2.1.2. Car Ownership, Distance Travelled, CO2 Emissions, and Congestion
Taking into account that the size of the shared mobility market is not only (still) probably small,
but also difficult to determine, a number of studies have attempted to assess its impacts on the basis of
surveys or models. In the United States, for example, a survey of consumers using Model 2 revealed
that those that had accessed these short-term rental cars more often had a higher likelihood of reducing
car ownership [47]. It should be noted that ‘reducing’ does not equate to ‘giving up’ completely.
Similarly, in Germany, 12% of respondents to a survey of also Model 2 car-sharing users reported
giving up a car in their households (and the authors estimate that the total vehicle miles travelled
by the households that had given up a car was on average 50% lower than the total vehicle miles
travelled by the households that had not), 40% reported they had abstained from buying a car, and 27%
reported they were considering giving up a car [54], cited in [20]. In the Netherlands, another survey
of car-sharing users (Models 1 and 2) found a 30% lower car ownership rate amongst car sharers,
and 15% to 20% fewer vehicle miles travelled than prior to car sharing, with the shared cars mostly
replacing a second or third car [24]. The study also found that thanks to reduced car ownership and
car use, car sharers emitted less CO2 per person, per year [24].
A model of the effects of full-scale implementation of shared mobility in the whole of the Lisbon
metropolitan area (Model 4), assuming a 100% replacement of all car and bus trips by new shared
modes, rail-based public transport, and walking, found that total vehicle miles travelled at peak times
would be reduced by 55%, and CO2 emissions would be reduced by 62% [5]. The assumption of a
100% replacement of all car and bus trips by new shared modes can only be used as a threshold for
reference, or as the very authors state, as ‘a conversation starter’ [5] (p. 37). A more realistic exercise
for Helsinki, assuming that only 20% of car and taxi trips were replaced with shared mobility (Model
4), found that vehicle miles travelled would go down by 7%, CO2 emissions would go down by 2%,
and congestion would go down by 13% [55] (p. 53).
It is difficult to determine the percentage of trips that could realistically be replaced with shared
mobility services (Models 1 to 4) in any city. A report asserts that 30% of vehicle miles could be replaced
by shared mobility (Model 2), but does not explain how that conclusion is arrived at [52]. The report
also asserts that shared mobility services (Model 2) are only addressing 1% of that 30%. Furthermore,
the increase in the market share of these new mobility services, especially Model 3, may simply reflect
a shift from taxis rather than private cars. The share of the total paid car business trips made by Uber
has reached around 50% in a number of cities in the United States, and there is some evidence that
this share increase mirrors a decrease in the share of business trips made by taxi [56]. On the other
hand, there is also evidence that taxis in New York have retained their number of trips and market
share by increasing their geographic coverage and serving customers outside Manhattan, as customers
in Manhattan have been partly grabbed by Uber, and this wider coverage has obviously benefited
customers [57]. In any case, taxis account for a very small proportion of total trips in the United
States. For example, taxi and limousine trips account for 0.39% of all trips in cities with populations
of 1 million or more, and less than 0.1% in cities with populations of less than 500,000 [2] (p. 12).
In London, only 1.5% of all trips made in 2016, were made by taxi or public hire vehicles [58] (p. 23).
There is no reason to think that replacing taxi trips, which in any case represent a small proportion of
the total trips, with Uber (or similar) trips, would yield any change in congestion or CO2 emissions.
3. Incentives to Encourage Shared Mobility
Despite the range of emerging models described above, shared mobility is still in its infancy.
The reasons for this may be that it is still early days, or that the generalised costs of shared mobility
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can, in some cases, be higher than the generalised costs of other modes of transport, in particular the
private car.
Incentives designed to motivate individuals to use shared mobility services instead of the private
car would need to change relative generalised costs. This is a challenging task. Before proposing
specific incentives, a number of points need to be noted, namely:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Short term rental of shared vehicles (Model 2 above, where vehicles are managed and owned by
a provider) is “not considered an attractive substitute for private-vehicle ownership, because it is
rarely appropriate for a daily commute” [42] (p. 105). Even young people may express enthusiasm
over the idea of Model 2, but show reluctance to actually use it [59], and most aspire and plan to
buy a car [60]. 67% of U.S. respondents to a survey preferred “driving their own cars over using
ride-hailing apps” (Model 3 above, where companies own no cars themselves, but they sign up
ordinary car owners who act as drivers), and 63% would not give up their vehicles for these types
of rides, even if they were free [52]. Given the above, it will not be easy to convince consumers to
switch to shared mobility services, especially those that entail simultaneously sharing a vehicle
with strangers (Model 4) and compromising, even slightly, on departure and arrival times and
travel duration.
Basic transport economics defines the generalised cost of a trip as the monetary cost or
out-of-pocket expenditure, plus the time taken to complete the trip, times the value of time
of the trip maker. Trip makers are assumed to be rational and to minimise their generalised cost
of travel. The value of time varies according to a number of factors [61], with the most important
one being income. In addition, it has long been recognised that business (working) travel time
values are different from non-working travel time ones, which include commuting, and also
travel for other purposes [61,62]. The estimates of the value of travel time during the course of
work are typically three to five times higher than those for other purposes, and traditionally,
travel time during working hours has been valued at the wage rate, although this practice has
been recently challenged [62].
To complicate things further, there are many other factors that influence mode choice, such as
reliability, convenience, and comfort, to name a few. Reliability has lately been incorporated in
the generalised cost of travel [63] (p. 32), [64]. Convenience is difficult to define and value but
there have been attempts to model it for public transport [65]. Comfort is related to crowding
and it can be taken into account by using value of travel time multipliers for different modes of
public transport [64]. These multipliers can take a range of values according to whether there
are plenty of seats free and the passenger does not have to sit next to anyone, or there are no
seats free, and the bus or train is densely packed, or situations in-between [64]. Evidence shows
that the passengers, even those who regularly travel by bus, prefer to be in a relatively empty
vehicle and not have to seat next to anyone else [64]. Convincing solo car drivers to share taxis or
mini-buses may therefore be challenging, and will need strong financial incentives to compensate
for the disutility caused by the reduction in comfort.
Last but not least, waiting time, for example, at bus stops or train stations, has a higher weight,
mainly as a result of impatience. This has a long tradition and recent research provides fresh
evidence for this to be the case, with waiting time multipliers being over 2 and even 3, depending
on transport mode and trip purpose [64].

Any incentives designed to tip the balance in favour of shared mobility will need to, at the very
least, tip generalised costs, by changing the monetary, out-of-pocket, costs, and not increasing, or even
decreasing, travel time. Travel time increases for those with high values of time will need a very high
monetary compensation. If waiting time and comfort were also to be included, then the financial
incentive would need to be even higher. This may be difficult to achieve for business/working trips,
but it may be possible for other trips, although it will be difficult to shift high earners with very high
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values of non-working time, as the financial compensation they would need could be higher than the
benefit to society from them shifting from the private car to shared mobility.
An additional complication is that an unintended effect of an incentives package to encourage
shared mobility could be to decrease public transport patronage, which may not be beneficial in
terms of traffic congestion and CO2 emissions. Public transport users may be attracted to public
transport on demand (smaller, quicker shared vehicles), which may be more expensive, but also quicker,
more convenient, and more comfortable. Competition from shared mobility may be threatening
cross-subsidies in franchises of profitable services and non-profitable services, and could harm public
transport in particular, when minimum frequencies are imposed and/or peak time services finance
off-peak ones [51] (p. 67). Importantly, as individuals switch from traditional public transport to
shared mobility, public transport revenues could go down. Having said that, there could also be an
increase in public transport patronage, because in the unlikely event that some households attracted to
Models 1 and/or 2 were to give up owning a car altogether, and instead use one only when required,
the fixed costs of owning a car and variable costs of operating it would be replaced with variable costs,
and this would probably lead to different choices in terms of which mode is chosen for a particular
trip. In other words, these households could potentially increase their use of public transport.
When designing incentives to encourage shared mobility, the Model (1, 2, 3, or 4) chosen by the
regulator/transport agency/municipality will play an important role. Models 1 to 3 are different from
Model 4, in that trips are not undertaken simultaneously with strangers.
Incentives Design
Incentives can be classified into three groups: command-and-control, financial, and in-kind.
Command-and-control incentives are essentially regulations that are introduced and enforced,
such as restrictions on circulation. This type of policy has been tried in practice. In order to reduce air
pollution, Mexico City, Bogotá, Athens, Santiago, and São Paulo, amongst others, have all restricted
circulation according to the vehicle number plate and day of the week. Paris and Madrid had such
a measure in place in December 2016, albeit only temporarily, to fight unusually high air pollution.
When introduced on a permanent basis, this policy has had mixed success, because of households
purchasing second cars, typically more polluting ones [66].
Another example of a command-and-control policy is the restriction on vehicle circulation in
certain areas, such as that in place in a number of Italian cities, including Rome, Florence, Pisa,
and Milan. These cities have implemented limited traffic zones in their historic (medieval) centres.
Vehicles circulating in these limited traffic zones require a permit, and the permits are restricted to a
number of essential users.
From an economic point of view, command-and-control policies are effective but inefficient,
because the targets are not achieved at the least cost [67]. Nonetheless, if the aim is to deter motorists
from using their cars, and to shift to shared mobility services, limited traffic zones restricting access to
privately owned and driven cars, but not to shared mobility ones, would undoubtedly help.
One interesting way of controlling private car ownership is through restrictions on vehicle
ownership. The only example of a direct quantity control of this sort is the vehicle quota system in
Singapore, which was implemented in 1990 and is still in place today. This policy, however, is not,
strictly speaking, a command-and-control policy, because prospective vehicle owners are required
to purchase a certificate of entitlement, which is a licence that lasts for ten years. The allocation
of these certificates of entitlement is done through auction, and so there is an element of market
mechanism embedded in the process. Having said that, the idea of the government imposing a cap
on the total number of vehicles in circulation in a country would sound alien in Western Europe,
and certainly draconian.
Financial incentives include charges or fees, subsidies, and cap-and trade schemes. A combination
of these, especially charges and cap-and-trade, is also possible [68]. Despite governments being
strapped for cash, subsidies have been used in transport to encourage the purchase of fuel efficient
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and/or clean vehicles, or the scrappage of old ones [69]. Subsidising Models 1, 2, and 3 does not
seem warranted (as there are no clear-cut benefits to society in terms of substantial congestion or
CO2 emissions reductions), but subsidising Model 4 may be justified on economic grounds, given
that the potential of this model to reduce CO2 emissions and congestion is important, as discussed in
Section 2.1.2.
Cap-and-trade systems in road transport have been entertained to regulate different
externalities [70,71], including CO2 emissions [72–74]. Although cap-and-trade schemes have been
successful in regulating environmental externalities in the United States [75,76], and importantly,
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions in Europe through the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU ETS), the number of installations subject to the policy in all of these cases has been relatively small.
The EU ETS, for example, covers around 11,000 installations [77]. Regardless of what the aim of the
policy was (which could be, for example, a cap-and trade system of permits for the privilege to use
roads), if individual motorists were to enter a cap-and-trade system, it is obvious that transaction costs
would be very high, as would the costs of monitoring and compliance, given the very large number of
drivers. A cap-and-trade system, therefore, would not be suitable to encourage shared mobility.
Charges and fees often lack public and therefore political acceptability, especially if they charge for
something that was previously free, such as the use of certain roads during peak times. Having said that,
the use of revenues generated through these charges can increase public acceptability, especially when
these are returned to the transport sector [69].
Incentives in-kind can also persuade consumers to change behaviour. In Norway, for example,
there is evidence showing that many consumers purchased electric vehicles thanks not only to financial
incentives, but also because electric vehicles had access to dedicated bus lanes [11].
Bearing in mind the challenging task of tipping generalised costs to make shared mobility more
attractive, an incentive package could contain the following:
-

Command-and-control measures, such as the closure of certain roads or areas to privately owned
and driven vehicles;
Subsidies to compensate for the disutility of waiting, taking longer to travel, and/or sharing the
vehicle with other passengers;
Charges, such as congestion charges during peak times or simply charges for (the privilege of)
using roads; and
Incentives in-kind, such as use of dedicated bus lanes for shared mobility vehicles

These incentives would obviously be implemented, administered, and supported by the
regulator/transport agency/municipality. The question that arises is whether the impacts from
Model 4 would be positive and large enough to justify the regulator introducing incentives.
4. Research Needs
Given the big gap in the literature, which has been made evident in the preceding sections,
there are a number of questions that are worth asking, and that should shape research. Would it be in
the local and national governments’ and society’s interest to increase shared mobility by introducing
incentives? What incentives could be introduced? What would the impact of these incentives be?
How would the costs and benefits of introducing incentives compare, from the point of view of the
government and of society in general?
These research questions are simple, but the answers are not straightforward and require data
collection, modelling, and cost-benefit analysis. The Models that are emerging (1, 2, 3, and 4) are all
quite different.
Models 1 to 3 are models that yield profits to private parties, and the social benefits they provide
in terms of congestion and CO2 emissions are not clear. Even if positive, they may be very small.
This is a point, however, that needs further research. What benefits to society, in terms of congestion
and CO2 emissions reductions, could Models 1, 2, and 3 yield?
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Model 4 is the model that has the largest potential for reducing congestion and CO2 emissions,
but at the same time, it seems the most challenging to sell to potential users, given the disbenefits in
terms of waiting time, travel time, comfort, and convenience, relative to the private car. The research
questions in this case are not only what the benefits would be in terms of congestion and CO2
emissions reductions under different market penetration scenarios, but also, what incentives could be
implemented to promote it, how effective different incentive packages would be, and what would the
costs and benefits of such policies be to both government and society.
5. Conclusions
Shared mobility or mobility in the sharing economy is characterised by the sharing of an asset
(a vehicle) instead of owning it, and the use of technology (apps and the Internet) to connect users
and providers. There are four main models, namely, peer-to-peer platform, where individuals can rent
their cars when not in use (Model 1); short term rental of vehicles managed and owned by a provider
(Model 2); companies owning no cars themselves, but signing up ordinary car owners to act as drivers
offering a taxi-like service (Model 3); and on demand private cars, vans, or buses, and other vehicles,
such as big taxis, shared by passengers going in the same direction (Model 4).
Models 1, 2, and 3 can yield profits to private parties, and given the evidence available, they do not
seem to have the potential to reduce congestion or CO2 emissions substantially, although this should
be further researched. There is also (limited) evidence showing that Models 1 and 2 will never replace
the modes currently used for commuting trips. Model 2 has its origins in what was known as car
clubs before the Internet age. Although apps are clearly helping boost this model, the (again, limited)
evidence shows that households may give up a second or third car rather than become car-less and
completely rely on these services.
Model 4, which entails individuals not only sharing a vehicle, but actually travelling together at
the same time, is promising in terms of congestion and CO2 emissions reductions, but also the most
challenging one, given the disbenefits in terms of waiting and travel time, comfort, and convenience,
relative to the private car.
There is very limited data on the different models and their market share, but what there is points
towards a very small share, albeit set to increase [52,78]. The question is whether it would be in the
local and national governments’ and society’s interest to promote any of the models, in particular
Model 4, by introducing incentives, what those incentives should be, what their impacts would be,
and how the costs and benefits of introducing incentives for Model 4 would compare.
At present, no government anywhere has any incentives in place to increase shared mobility
market penetration, except for the odd pilot project. This in itself may also be a sign that governments
are not interested in encouraging shared mobility. It may also be a sign that they are not clear on what
benefits shared mobility can provide, which is understandable, given the lack of robust evidence and
the range of models. Another possible explanation is that shared mobility is a relatively new concept,
which is still emerging, and governments need more time to react.
The field promises to foster fascinating research in the near future, as the research community
attempts to shed light into the link between shared mobility and sustainability, potential incentives
and their impacts, and policy makers endeavour to reduce congestion and CO2 emissions.
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